Novel computational paradigms may provide the blueprint to help solving the time and energy limitations that we face with our modern computers, and provide solutions to complex problems more efficiently (with reduced time, power consumption and/or less device footprint) than is currently possible with standard approaches. Spintronics offers a promising basis for the development of efficient devices and unconventional operations for at least three main reasons: (i) the low-power requirements of spin-based devices, i.e., requiring no standby power for operation and the possibility to write information with small dynamic energy dissipation, (ii) the strong nonlinearity, time nonlocality, and/or stochasticity that spintronic devices can exhibit, and (iii) their compatibility with CMOS logic manufacturing processes. At the same time, the high endurance and speed of spintronic devices means that they can be rewritten or reconfigured frequently over the lifetime of a circuit, a feature that is essential in many emerging computing concepts. In this perspective, we will discuss how spintronics may aid in the realization of efficient devices primarily based on magnetic tunnel junctions and how those devices can impact in the development of three unconventional computing paradigms, namely, reservoir computing, probabilistic computing and memcomputing that in our opinion may be used to address some limitations of modern computers, providing a realistic path to intelligent hybrid CMOS-spintronic systems.
Introduction
Semiconductor electronics have been successful mainly because of three technological characteristics: gain (signal amplification by taking advantage of biasing sources), advantageous signal-to-noise ratio (potential to create a signal well above the noise background), and scalability. However, scalability issues, energy consumption and latency are emerging as severe limitations for the performance of our modern computers which are based on semiconductor electronics. This is because the technological developments of the last decades have built upon the computational paradigms pioneered by Turing and von Neumann in the first half of the last Century, based on the idea that processing of information is done by a unit (e.g., the central processing unit, CPU) that is physically distinct from the one where information is stored. It is then not too difficult to understand that this model leads to an obvious latency and bandwidth limitation in the transfer of information between the processing and memory units, thus creating a bottleneck in the actual execution speed and requiring large amounts of energy to move data.
As a first attempt to a workaround solution, technology has moved in the direction of changing the CPU design, from increasing its speed to increasing the parallelization (multi-core processors). However, this has not addressed the fundamental limitations of present computers and has given life to novel research directions attempting to eventually replace CMOS ("beyond CMOS"), and/or von Neumann architectures. However, such a technology has yet to emerge.
On the other hand, thanks to the recent availability of large amounts of data and computational power (primarily from Graphic Processing Units, GPUs), neuromorphic computing architectures have contributed to the resurgence of artificial intelligence based on deep learning techniques for real-life applications. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 However, the limitations discussed above also concern existing neuromorphic computing where most of the solutions are software based, and neural networks are still simulated on von Neumann architectures. At the hardware level, mimicking a single synapse/neuron still takes a large number of transistors (large area occupancy) which leads to both integration and energy consumption problems. In addition, the hardware development of the neuronal connectivity is a major limitation due to the 2-dimensional nature of planar CMOS integrated circuit technology. Hence, conventional computing cannot fulfill the increasing requirement of hardware for cognitive and recognition tasks, which cost a large amount of computing time and resources. Despite a lot of research efforts, computational operations based on non-standard (non-Turing or von Neumann) paradigms, i.e., unconventional computing, such as quantum computing, are currently mostly in the research and development stage, and there are still no clear alternatives to CMOS, which remains the stalwart of the semiconductor industry.
Considering all these issues, we believe the time is ripe to identify unconventional approaches that can benefit from a technology that offers advantages such as reduced operation time and/or power consumption, and can still be integrated with CMOS, thus creating a hybrid CMOS-based paradigm of computation. It is the opinion of the authors that spintronics, which exploits the spin degree of freedom of the electron together with its charge, can help to implement new functionalities at the device level that can be integrated at the system level with the mature commercial CMOS technology.
A key element of spintronic technology is the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), having as its active element two ferromagnets separated by a thin insulating layer whose resistance depends on the relative orientation of the magnetization vectors in the reference layer and the free layer. 6, 7 The magnetization of the free layer can be manipulated by current-induced spin-transfer torque originating from the spin-filter effect of the reference layer magnetization. There have been two main milestones during the development of these devices towards the integration with CMOS technology: the discovery of the large tunneling magnetoresistive (TMR) effects for CoFe/MgO-based MTJ 8 and the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy (IPA) that allows the control of the magnetic anisotropy by film thickness, composition, and by electric fields 9 . Nowadays, a capability for volume manufacturing of MTJs is already set up for memory elements in STT-MRAM 10 (spin-transfertorque magnetic random access memory), and the major semiconductor foundries have already developed the process to integrate MTJs with state-of-the-art CMOS technology. 11, 12 INTEL has demonstrated the integration of STT-MRAM with Intel 22FFL technology in 7.2MB memory array, 11 showing that a voltage with an amplitude of 0.4 V is sufficient to achieve the switching in MTJs. In the same study, INTEL has pointed out the stability of the insulating barrier showing the 12-month time trend of the "Shorting across the MgO barrier", working temperature up to 200°C and thermal stability to magnetic parameters after one hour of exposure at temperatures >400°C. Samsung also described its process to integrate STT-MRAM in a 28-nm FDSOI platform. 13 In addition, simulation frameworks and design tools for hybrid CMOS-spintronic circuits are well established. 14 In view of the low-power requirements of spin-based devices as well as their compatibility with CMOS manufacturing processes, non-volatile memory, high endurance and speed, it makes sense to look at unconventional computing paradigms that can be realized with spintronic devices. Among all the possible approaches, here we will focus briefly on three physics-based (non-quantum) promising directions: reservoir computing, 15 probabilistic computing, 16 and memcomputing. 17 Much of the content of this perspective is intended to stimulate the discussion of new experimental approaches and new interdisciplinary research activities at the devices/physics level for which spintronics can play a major role. However, in general, the research efforts should involve synergistic developments at the device-process-circuit-algorithm-system-level.
Spintronics in the real world: From fundamental physics to manufacturing
Fundamentals of magnetic tunnel junction based devices. Research on the development and optimization of MTJ devices is still very active. A key metric is the TMR ratio, defined as (R AP -R P )/R P , where R AP and R P are the high and low resistance states of the device, respectively. High TMR is important for the read-out of the MTJ state, as a large TMR ratio allows the read-out circuit to reach a particular voltage margin (with respect to a reference value) faster, hence making the read time shorter. In addition, high TMR is an essential requirement for scalability. Given that in a real array of MTJ devices there will be distributions of both R AP and R P around their mean values, a high TMR ratio ensures sufficient separation of these distributions to perform reliable read-out. Currently, the FeCo/MgO material combination provides the largest TMR ratios (> 200% in perpendicular MTJs with interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)) that are being used for embedded applications (i.e. SRAM replacement) where the main limitation is the large current density needed to write at the sub-ns time scale, while replacing higher-capacity standalone memory (e.g. DRAM) may require much higher TMR ratios.
Beyond the standard spin-transfer-torque from a polarized current, two novel promising means for the magnetization manipulation of the free layer are emerging that offer the concomitant reduction of the writing energy and the increase of endurance. The first is the spin-orbit-torque (SOT) in three terminal devices where the MTJ is built on top of a heavy metal with large spin-orbit coupling, and the SOT originates from the current flowing in the heavy metal. 18 Considering SOT-MRAM, the main advantage is the separation of the writing and reading terminals at the cost of smaller bit density as compared to the two-terminal MTJs at the cost of a larger footprint. 19 The other manipulation mechanism is the voltage controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA). In VCMA-MRAM, the thickness of the insulating barrier of the MTJ is larger so as to significantly reduce the current flowing into the device and hence the writing power. 20 However, in this case writing is unipolar (i.e., uses only one polarity of voltage) for both directions, and is therefore based on toggling the device to its opposite state using a precisely timed write pulse. Due to the difficulty of controlling the duration of the sub-ns current pulse to avoid increased write errors 21 , the most likely path for implementing VCMA-MRAM is to either perform write verification in the CMOS control circuitry, 22 or to combine it with a deterministic write mechanism such as SOT, thus simultaneously achieving the benefits of both approaches. A complete comparison of MTJs with other solutions is beyond the scope of this perspective and we refer the reader to more specialized papers. 7, 23 MTJs have also recently found applications in large-scale neuromorphic computing hardware 2 . In particular, stochastic MTJs, which can be realized by scaling the dimension below the superparamagnetic limit 24 of the free layer or by controlling its effective anisotropy with VCMA, 25 have been used to emulate the functionality of fire-spiking neurons with success. MTJ-based oscillators exhibit large frequency tunability by current and field thanks to the coupling between their power and phase. 26 This property makes them very promising for learning and recognition tasks, in particular vowel recognition has been already demonstrated experimentally with a network of four coupled oscillators. 27 The spintronic diode effect, taking place when an ac current flows thought an MTJ, gives rise to a measurable dc voltage across the MTJ for frequencies near the ferromagnetic resonance. 28 Since its discovery, the performance of resonant spintronic diodes, in terms of sensitivity (output voltage over input power), has been improved significantly and now outperforms the semiconductor counterpart, i.e. Schottky diodes. 29 In fact, biased spintronic diodes have shown sensitivity larger than 200 kV/W 30 and the capability to detect input power below 1 nW. 31 A recent research on mimicking neurons based on spintronic diodes reveals the fact that these tunable devices with both field and current are promising for sparse neuromorphic computing. 32 More information about neuromorphic computing with spintronics can be found in recent literature. 2, 33, 34 Manufacturing of magnetic tunnel junction based devices. CMOS technology and its accompanying logic architecture and memory hierarchy have been developed and optimized over several decades, for use in conventional von Neumann computing systems. Fig. 1(a) shows MTJbased spintronic devices compared against CMOS with memory as the device type of comparison.
The existing memory hierarchy is characterized by a tradeoff between speed (i.e., latency) and cost per bit (i.e., density). This tradeoff has been the determining factor in the choice of various memory elements for use in conventional von Neumann architectures. While some emerging memories (broadly classified as storage-class memories) and some of the early MRAM types are still positioned on the same tradeoff line, a move to unconventional computing requires memories that radically break with the traditional cost-performance paradigm of semiconductors together with an increase in manufacturing maturity, pushing towards the white space (preferred corner) on the top right of Fig. 1a .
Advances in spintronics, with the demonstration of some device properties such as the ones reported in Fig. 1b , have generally pushed magnetic memories towards this direction, with the existing STT-MRAM roughly standing on the same tradeoff line as traditional memories, and new emerging device concepts like SOT and VCMA going beyond it. We wish to highlight here that a key future challenge is to find an experimental strategy to implement spintronic devices that employ all or most of the properties reported in Fig. 1 (b) at the same time. From a fundamental point of view, the desired advances in speed and scaling will require both new physics (SOT and VCMA) and new materials, with prime examples being antiferromagnets (AFM) (due to their much faster internal exchange-dominated dynamics) 35 , ferrimagnets, 36 topological materials (such as topological insulators), 37 and spin textures (e.g. skyrmions) which may provide better scaling scenarios 38, 39 . We believe that the next decade will see an increased dominance of hybrid CMOS-spintronic computing architectures based on STT-MRAM, and subsequently emerging types of MRAM such as SOT and VCMA as they mature technologically.
MRAM is currently being implemented in 28 and 22 nm nodes at various foundries, initially in Fully-Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator (FD-SOI) and subsequently also demonstrated in Fin Field-Effect-Transistor (FinFET) processes, with research and development ongoing for more advanced nodes (14/16 nm and 10 nm) based on STT-MRAM. 11 This already represents a scaling advantage over embedded Flash memory (the main type of memory being displaced initially by embedded STT-MRAM), while also saving cost due to lower mask count. Ultimately, using novel physics (SOT and VCMA) and new materials (e.g. antiferromagnets), scalability to below 7 nm node and higher speed to replace also embedded SRAM may be possible over the next decade. 11, 12 In terms of raw performance metrics, MRAM beats all other emerging nonvolatile memories by very significant margins: STT-MRAM has bit-level write energy ~100 fJ/bit, 40, 41 with VCMA-MRAM switching demonstrated at < 10 fJ/bit, 42 by far the lowest of any nonvolatile memory device. It has also virtually unlimited endurance, a key requirement for computing applications due to the frequent switching of the device. Endurance can in many cases also be traded off for better speed and retention, if required. It has been demonstrated that VCMA-based MTJs are uniquely suited for integration into cross-point arrays with unidirectional diodes such as Schottky diodes (due to the unipolar nature of VCMA-based switching), 43 and we speculate that this strategy can be used to develop very high density STT-MRAM by using 3D cross-point architecture, as already proposed for STT with specialized two-terminal access devices. 44 To summarize, the main characteristics of spintronic technology based on MTJs have been all demonstrated individually, and some of them have been also reported to occur simultaneously. Despite this, an experimental effort involving mainly materials science and nanofabrication is necessary to have MTJ devices that employ as many properties reported in Fig. 1(b) as possible.
While some of the emerging ideas in unconventional computing such as memcomputing and even probabilistic computing can in principle be realized on CMOS 45, 17 , these are generally far from being the best hardware implementations for this purpose. Spintronics can offer a more suitable platform for these unconventional computing concepts. Ultimately, sufficient progress towards the preferred corner on the top right of Fig. 1a will enable designers to envision fully spintronic unconventional computing platforms that should be integrated to both scaled CMOS and any hybrid CMOSspintronic configuration. Let us briefly discuss some of this progress that is unique to spintronic technology.
Spintronics with skyrmions. Nontrivial topologically protected spin textures, such as magnetic skyrmions, have received a lot of attention in the past few years due to their unique static and dynamical properties 46, 47 . Their first proposed applications are the racetrack memory, skyrmionbased logic gates, 48 microwave devices, 49 and neuromorphic computing. 50 However, it turns out that, to date, the most feasible applications of skyrmions are unconventional, such as token-based Brownian computing 51 and reshuffler devices for probabilistic computing 52 and reservoir computing. 53 While the electrical nucleation and manipulation of a single skyrmion has been already demonstrated, 54 the missing step towards working devices is the development of a read-out scheme that takes advantage of the TMR of MTJs.
Antiferromagnetic spintronics. The fundamental properties driving the study of antiferromagnets for applications are their intrinsic high speed and insensitivity to magnetic fields. 35 The efficient electrical manipulation of the antiferromagnetic order with SOT has been already demonstrated showing both bi-stable switching and memory resistive (memristive) behavior. 55 It may also be possible to control antiferromagnets by electric fields for better efficiency. 56 The path toward integration with CMOS is ambitious and would require solving several challenges, such as the scaling of antiferromagnetic devices and a significant improvement in the read-out mechanism. In addition, it should be highlighted that theoretical predictions show that tunable THz oscillators and detectors can be realized considering antiferromagnetic materials and SOT having the additional advantage to work without a bias field. 57, 58 This may be a possible direction for the development of compact THz devices for unconventional computing.
Spintronics with multiferroic and magneto-electric materials. The integration of multiferroic materials in the field of spintronics seems to be very promising not only for memories, for example magnetoelectric switching being very energy efficient, 60 but also for new scalable energy-efficient logic devices combining magnetoelectricity and spin-orbit coupling 61 . Broadly, multiferroics that have been proposed to date are either single-phase materials, which exhibit intriguing characteristics but allow for only limited degrees of freedom to engineer devices, or heterostructures coupling ferroelectric and ferromagnetic phases (e.g., via strain 62, 63, 64 ), which provide more design flexibility but may present their own integration challenges.
Magnon spintronics. The main concept of magnon spintronics is the conversion of information into magnon currents (spin waves) which can propagate without the need to transfer charge, therefore reducing power dissipation. 65 In addition to conventional Von Neumann computing, magnonics offers interesting opportunities for computing with phase, holographic principles, and may serve as an interconnection scheme for reservoir computing based on coupled oscillators. 66 The main challenges are the conversion efficiency between electrical and magnonic domains, i.e., spin wave transduction, where multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials may offer a solution. 67 Fig. 1 . a A competitive landscape of emerging and existing memory technologies, and various spintronic directions within it. The preferred corner is the white space on the top right, which would allow for memories incorporating advanced device concepts such as SOT, VCMA, new materials (e.g. antiferromagnets), and/or spin texture (skyrmions for example). b High-level characteristics of MRAM devices integrated with CMOS to date. In particular, integration has been performed in 22 and 28 nm nodes 11 and is under development down to 10 nm based on ferromagnetic devices, while more advanced device concepts and materials will enable scaling to below the 7 nm node.
Unconventional computing and spintronics

Reservoir computing.
Reservoir computing (RC) is a powerful tool to simplify the classification and separation of spatially and temporally correlated data 68 , such as speech recognition, sensor fusion type applications, or nonlinear signal predictions. Originally, RC has emerged from the field of artificial recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which are networks that allow to represent universal Turing machines and general dynamical systems. A RC system consists of an input layer, a reservoir and an output layer. The task of the input layer is to feed the spatial-temporal signal into the system. The complex reservoir then projects the input signal into a sparsely populated higher dimensional space, where the information can be categorized by means of linear regression, see Fig. 2 . This directly reveals two of the main advantages of RC: (i) only a small part of the system -the output layer-is trained by a simple, linear regression method and (ii) more than one output can be sampled at the same time. Consequently, the optimal performance of an RC system depends strongly on the properties of the reservoir that can be implemented with any non-linear, complex system with short term memory 69 . There are a plethora of natural systems fulfilling these criteria, opening up the way for efficient in-materio computing, where the material properties (in particular natural memory function, intrinsic complexity and nonlinear dynamics) are promoted for computation. 15 We argue that, in the hunt for an ideal reservoir computer, spintronics based systems offer advantages such as low-power consumption, nanoscale and CMOS-compatibility. Several spintronic systems with intricate, non-linear dynamical properties and high tunability have been suggested and shown to work as a reservoir. These include arrays of dipole coupled nanomagnets, 70 spin-wave systems 71 , spin-torque oscillators 72 and skyrmion fabrics 73, 74 , i.e. magnetic textures interpolating between skyrmions, skyrmion lattices and magnetic domain walls. The latter is a highly complex system with a very rich phase space where a random topological magnetic texture (reservoir) in combination with non-linear magneto resistive effects is used to generate complex resistance responses (outputs) to applied voltage patterns injected at nanocontacts (inputs). In such systems the memory is originated in the much slower relaxation of the magnetic texture to a fast-adjusting current profile. The natural excitation frequencies for ferromagnets are in the order of Gigahertz, promising faster inference times compared to state-ofthe-art neural network approaches.
Overall, these examples show that spintronic systems offer an excellent perspective to solve complex tasks by means of linear post-processing techniques. It has been shown that operating the reservoir in the region of criticality or near the "edge of chaos" tends to give an optimal performance with respect to the trade-off between complex strong non-linear behavior and sufficiently long memory. 15 As such, current challenges in spintronic based RC include optimizing the reservoirs performance conditions via (externally) tunable parameters, such as applied magnetic fields, finding the best way of injecting the input information, through appropriate preprocessing of the input data as well as improving the signal to noise ratio for room temperature devices providing a fully reliable modus of operation. To speed up the processing, materials with intrinsically faster times scales, such as ferriand antiferromagnets with natural frequencies reaching up to THz, are a promising direction to explore within the field of in-materio computing. 35 Fig. 2 . Schematics for reservoir computing with spintronics. Input data is converted into voltage signals that are fed into the non-linear dynamic spintronics system with a natural memory function, e.g., skyrmion fabric, MTJ or spin-wave system. The system's non-linear dynamics projects the input data into a sparsely populated high-dimensional space, in which data separation can be easily performed by linear regression. Inset on left: reservoir computing scheme based on a random but static recurrent neural network, with feedforward input and output layers. The black box character of these systems indicates that the detailed evolution of the reservoir is not crucial to ensure the functionality of RC, as it relies on only a few basic requirements. The performance of computation however does rely on the properties and quality of the reservoir.
Probabilistic computing.
In the traditional implementation of probabilistic computing, also known as stochastic computing, the information is coded in bit-streams as a probability, p-value (ratio of 1s to the length of the bitstream), enabling the use of standard logic elements for performing arithmetic operations with pvalues. For example, multiplication can be implemented with a simple AND gate. 75 The realization of a skyrmion based reshuffler device, which reshuffles a random bit-stream taking advantage of the Brownian motion of magnetic skyrmions while keeping its p-value constant 52,76 is a first breakthrough for spintronics in this field. A different paradigm of probabilistic computing is based on the notion of a p-bit that fluctuates between "0" and "1" (Fig. 3(a) ). 16 The p-bit is a departure from deterministic bit that is 0 or 1, and a step towards a quantum mechanical qubit that is a coherent superposition of 0 and 1. A three terminal MTJ 18 can be used to generate p-bits ( Fig. 3(b) ). 77, 78 The magnetic energy of its free layer is characterized by two stable states separated by a low barrier, so that thermal fluctuations give rise to fluctuations between those two states, leading to a measurable output voltage through a change in the MTJ resistance. This fluctuating voltage is then thresholded to a binary value by a CMOSinverter. The probability of the switching can be tuned by the SOT and it is set to be 50% in absence of SOT (I IN =0A). In the case of the 1T/1MTJ based three-terminal probabilistic building block (p-bit), the equivalent functionality based on a pseudorandom number generator takes more than 1000 transistors to implement in conventional CMOS. Probabilistic circuits (p-circuits) that are built out of interconnected p-bits can act as natural hardware units for inherently probabilistic problems such as optimization (for example "Ising Machines") and sampling from a probability distribution. 16 The types of problems that can be addressed by p-circuits are relevant for Machine Learning and Quantum Computing. In the case of Machine Learning, among other applications, p-bits can be used to build energy-efficient "inference" engines, where a network that is trained to recognize a particular type of input is repeatedly used to identify new input data 79 . In the case of Quantum Computing, p-circuits can mimic a subclass of coherent quantum systems to perform quantum annealing, allowing the emulation of quantum annealing using room temperature p-bits. 80 p-circuits can be also designed to build invertible logic gates and Boolean circuits that can operate in reverse 78 analogous to the concept of self-organizing logic gates and circuits introduced in digital memcomputing machines 81 (see Section 3.3). An experimental proof of concept of integer factorization solved with 8 p-bits generated by MTJs has been presented. 82 Fig. 3(c) shows an example of p-circuit that corresponds to an invertible NAND gate composed of three p-bits A, B and C. This circuit can operate as a usual or invertible NAND, for the latter case the output is clamped to a given value and this causes the p-bits for A and B to fluctuate among the possible consistent alternatives. For example, fixing the output to "1" for a NAND gate makes the inputs fluctuate between (0,1), (1,0) and (0,0) with the same probability. Several challenges need to be addressed to design scalable p-circuits in hardware. For example, energy barriers of different MTJs could show a significant amount of variation, making each p-bit fluctuate at different time scales. In a symmetrically connected p-circuit, such variations can be tolerated as p-bits can update asynchronously in any random order as long as the synapse network that computes the inputs are faster than p-bits. This requires the use of fast crossbar arrays or CMOS units that operate faster than typical fluctuation rates of nanomagnet based p-bits. In conclusion, a spintronic implementation of probabilistic computing offers two major advantages: (i) the footprint (that it is clearly demonstrated) 82 and energy per random bit is conservatively reduced by 300X and 10X, respectively. 82 (ii) The asynchronous sequential (although effectively parallel) operation can lead to orders of magnitude improvement in convergence time for a given problem. Fig 3. a The response of an ideal p-bit, the building block of probabilistic circuits that is mathematically expressed as m i =sgn[tanh(I i )-rand(-1,1)] 16 . b The basic memory element of SOT-MRAM whose free layer is engineered as a low-barrier ferromagnet (FM) with a small thermal stability can function as a spintronic hardware p-bit. c An example p-circuit that implements an invertible NAND gate. Unlike standard NAND gates that provide an output (C) for a given set of inputs (A,B), an invertible NAND can find consistent inputs (A,B) for a given output C due to the invertible nature of the circuit topology.
Memcomputing.
Memcomputing stands for computing in memory and with memory 17, 83, 84 and may benefit greatly from a spintronic implementation. Time non-locality (memory) allows for adaptation and selforganization of memcomputing machines to external stimuli, thus facilitating the solution of computationally hard problems efficiently. The digital realization of this paradigm provides a straightforward path to scalable machines. It employs logic gates that are agnostic to input and output terminals, namely they can respond to signals coming from the traditional input as well as the traditional output, and dynamically adapt to these signals so as to always satisfy the logic truth table they are meant to represent. 81 In other words, these "self-organizing gates'' can operate in reverse, as those suggested in probabilistic computing. However, unlike probabilistic computing, the gates in memcomputing are deterministic, and as such, the digital memcomputing machines built from them are more easily scalable. In addition, these machine employ topological objects (instantons) in the phase space to reach the solution. 17 Therefore, they are robust against noise and disorder. In order to accomplish this feat, self-organizing gates have internal degrees of freedom (memory) that allow the gates to go through a continuous dynamics during which the external terminals of the gates are not constrained to be integers. Fig. 4a shows a schematic of these gates arranged into a circuit representing some logic proposition. The internal memory variables can be realized in practice in various ways. For instance, by employing resistive memories (see schematic in Fig. 4b ), whose conductance depends on internal degrees of freedom, ( ) (e.g., magnetization), and the voltage (or current):
, . These resistive memories, in turn, can be realized using spintronic components. 2, 34 Fig. 4c shows an example of domain wall based memristor where the number of resistance states is defined by the free layer geometry of the MTJ and can be controlled by an electric current or magnetic field. 85, 86 Recently, is has been also shown that antiferromagnets exhibit memristive behavior. 35 This fact can be important for the realization of ultrafast memristors that may push the memcomputing machines to operate in the THz range. 87 Since these digital machines are non-quantum dynamical systems, their equations of motion can be integrated numerically very efficiently. In fact, several studies, ranging from maximum satisfiability to quadratic unconstrained binary optimization to linear integer programming have already shown that the simulations of these machines offer great advantages compared to traditional algorithms. 17, 81 For instance, two unsolved problems of the MIPLIB library (the Mixed Integer Programming Library) have been recently solved with the memcomputing paradigm, f2000 88 and pythago7824 89 .
We therefore expect that a hardware implementation of the same machines would provide even greater benefits and a realistic path towards real-time computation with impact on a wide variety of applications, such as autonomous vehicles, robotics, etc. In this respect, the features we have discussed about spin-based devices, in particular, their low power and compatibility with CMOS manufacturing processes, are ideally suited for the hardware implementation of this computing paradigm. Fig. 4 . a Schematic of self-organizing gates with internal memory variables, , connected to represent a Boolean logic circuit, where the inputs, , are assigned logical variables and the voltages, , represent the logical variables that satisfy the Boolean formula. b Schematic of the interior of a self-organizing gate realized by resistive memories with conductance , standard resistors with conductance, , and voltage generators. c Schematic of a spintronic memrisistive memory. 85 
Impact and future directions
By taking advantage of the mature commercial technologies of MTJs, and the immense investment and know-how in related materials, processes, and devices, it is well within reach to implement new computational paradigms integrating spintronic devices with technologies that are ready or close to volume manufacturing. This may initially take the form of heterogeneous integration, where systems on chip and in package may be realized by combining spintronics, CMOS, and other components such as optoelectronics and sensors. The spintronics elements can be integrated monolithically, towards fully integrated spintronics computing platforms with combined memory, logic, and sensing using magnetic materials. Spintronic hardware for unconventional computing can be also implemented monolithically in CMOS logic processes, e.g., to complement traditional CMOS-based computing (see Fig. 5 ). An example could be probabilistic or memcomputing based co-processors for optimization purposes, or a reservoir computing co-processor implemented to reduce the device footprint of neural networks on chip. In addition, using heterogeneous integration techniques such as chip-level bonding and/or chiplets, one can imagine combinations of these technologies with traditional von Neumann components (e.g., DRAM), sensors and optoelectronics, as well as other emerging devices such as resistive memory circuits.
These examples show that, in the long run, our notion of what computation means will change. In particular, we anticipate that exploiting the nonlinear dynamics of a system will by far be more efficient than simulating artificial neuromorphic entities on conventional transistor-based technology. In particular, we expect that for some applications the trend to be going back from digital to analog information encoding or a mix of the two. Finding novel hardware solutions for unconventional computing that are compatible with CMOS manufacturing technology will be the first step to enter the market towards eventually realizing computational schemes beyond von Neumann computers. As pointed out in this perspective, besides the basic requirements, spintronicbased systems offer small and energy efficient solutions for unconventional computing with natural memory and stochastic behavior.
We conclude by noting that the field of computing is now moving towards the realization of what is referred to as the "third wave" of Artificial Intelligence, namely the creation of computing platforms that boast human-level learning, adapt to the environment, understand and can communicate their limitations, and can tackle problem solving on their own. Although it is not clear when this wave will come crushing on us, it is the opinion of these authors that it can only be implemented with alternatives to our present paradigms and architectures. The unconventional computing paradigms we have discussed here, and their spintronic realizations, offer a first, realistic step towards riding this third wave. We thus hope our perspective will inspire and motivate much-needed research in this fascinating area with far-reaching impact on many fields. Fig. 5 . Illustration of a system on chip combining traditional von Neumann computing architecture with new unconventional computing co-processors. Spintronics is at the heart of the implementation of both computing types on the chip: It is monolithically integrated on CMOS (top left) as a backend of line process within the metallization layers of the underlying CMOS process (which can be FinFET, FD-SOI, or conventional CMOS). Within the von Neumann paradigm, spintronics will multiply the amount of available on-chip memory (initially, L3 and/or Last-level Cache) by replacing the existing SRAM, which requires 6 to 8 transistors per cell and is area-inefficient. At the same time, this monolithic integration can be used to implement hybrid CMOS plus magnetic tunnel junction circuitry for mem-, p-, or reservoir co-processors. The latter can, optionally, also be integrated heterogeneously if it involves other types of devices not available for monolithic integration in the same CMOS process, e.g., memristors, phase change, or 2D material based devices. Heterogenous integration also allows for integration of other components of the system such as optoelectronics and sensors.
